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Ваш надійний помічник

 

IOS Developer
 

Запоріжжя,  
 

Компанія: RNC
Рубрики:
 

IT, WEB
фахівці

Побажання до співробітника
 

Освіта: повна вища
Досвід роботи: обов'язковий
Графік роботи: віддалена робота
Опис
вакансії
 

RNC is a tight-knit team of specialists dedicated to developing tailored software solutions for Startups, SMBs and Enterprises.
Operating since 2010, we are committed to providing high-quality services helping our clients from all over the world grow and
succeed.

At RNC we value open communication and flat hierarchy. Our people are the key factor of our success and that’s why we create an
inclusive environment for everyone to feel comfortable, yet challenged and valued.

To make our team even stronger, we are looking for IOS Developers to join us.

Basic skills needed:

- Expert in Swift

- Expert in Objective C

- Expert in iOS SDK 10+

- Reactive programming experience (RxSwift, Combine)

- Programming design pattern practical knowledge

- Upper intermediate English

- SQL, SQLite, FTS

Will be very good if you:

- Have projects released on the AppStore

- Worked with macOS SDK, watchOS SDK or tvOS SDK

- Worked with is CI/CD

- Knows C/C++ and Bash scripting language

Benefits:

- Work on interesting projects with a talented team of professionals;

- Performance review according to skills and achievements every 6 months;
- Flexible working hours;
- Remote work / work from the office / hybrid work - it’s up to you to choose!;
- For office lovers - comfortable space in the city center with coffee machine, ice-cream, and lounge area;

https://jobs.ua/vacancy/it_web_specialists


- Continuous personal & professional development;
- Team activities and events;
- 15 working days of paid vacation, paid sick leave;
- Health check compensation;
- Individual approach to professional and career growth.

We are looking forward to hearing from you and seeing you as a part of the RNC team!

Контактна інформація
 

Контактна
особа:

Олена
 

Сайт: https://rollncode.com/
 

Адреса: Запоріжжя, Маяковського, 11
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